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yossarian 09-22-2006 09:50 PM 

 
Re: Advantage Conferences BS (Merged) 
  

Quote: 

 
Originally Posted by M.J.  

Good morning, 

 

I just found this online news about Advantage Conferences. Interesting. 

 

http://www.browardpalmbeach.com/Issu.../tailpipe.html 

 

Sincerely, 

 

M.J. 

 

GREAT ARTICLE, M.J.! (Full Text Below)  
 

 

 

Jesus Saves  
 

Like everybody else in this country, Tailpipe wants to get rich. And like everybody else, he 

wants it to come fast and effortlessly. So the 'Pipe squirmed with anticipation when he found a 

card from a rep for Advantage Conferences (it was perched on a gas pump in West Palm Beach), 
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promising that he could make "$7,000 Over & Over & Over Again." How could Tailpipe resist!  

 

The almost-clincher for the 'Pipe was the hint of divine protection the program offers. After 

receiving promotional materials from Mike Melvin, an Advantage Conferences emissary, the 

'Pipe learned that it was a "Christ-centered business." This battered auto part wouldn't be dealing 

with just the hurly-burly of capitalist schemers but with an enterprise bathed in a warm, heavenly 

glow. All Tailpipe needed to do was ante up $10,059.90.  

 

Based in Allen, Texas, Advantage Conferences recruits "pro reps" across the country to sell its 

$10,000 product, a ticket to a two-day "Millionaire Mindset Conference." That's a golden ticket. 

With each one you sell, you get a $7,000 commission.  

 

You don't even have to buy the first ticket yourself, the company's promotional materials say; the 

only cost to participate and represent the company is a $59.95 "enrollment fee." Of course, you 

don't get the full $7,000 commission unless you cough up ten grand of your own money. But, 

hey, it's a breeze. There are already pro reps all over Florida, from Loxahatchee to Tampa to 

Boca Raton, who are so eager to add you to their ranks that they're leaving business cards in odd 

public places.  

 

"Nobody knows about this company," says Melvin, Tailpipe's own pro rep, who declined to 

answer questions about his income, saying that success depends entirely on personal effort and 

marketing skill. The company has grown from 220 people last November to 500 today, he says.  

 

"As it grows out, it's going to go faster," Melvin says.  

 

You betcha. The promotional materials talk about the "infinite width" and "infinite depth" of its 

potential to make money, guaranteeing that it is "legal" and "federally trademarked." The visual 

aid the company uses is a diagram of a pyramid.  

 

Wait a minute. This sounds familiar.  

 

The money really starts to roll in when the folks you recruit start to recruit some candidates of 

their own. Advantage Conferences is run by Tim Darnell, who writes on the company's website: 

"You get 100% of 70% of the two training sales of everyone who comes into your business, ad 

infinitum." Could this be a Jesus Christ-endorsed pyramid scheme?  

 

Darnell apparently learned the ropes of this kind of financing at Liberty League International 

(formerly called Big Ass Britches Holdings, LLC, according to Arizona corporation records), 

which sells conferences and a "multimedia personal development program" for huge fees.  

 

Darnell left Liberty League in 2003, got Jesus' backing, and started Advantage Conferences. In 

May of this year, Arizona's attorney general fined Liberty League $115,000 for "tricking" 

consumers. Though Liberty League suggests that associates who hawk its products will earn 

sizable commissions, the attorney general's office found that a "majority of participants did not 

earn enough to cover the amount they paid to buy the products sold to them."  

 



When the Dallas Better Business Bureau suggested last fall that Advantage Conferences might 

be a pyramid scheme, Darnell sued them for "defamation and business disparagement." A year 

later, the suit is still under way. The Florida attorney general's office hasn't received any 

complaints about Advantage, though if things proceed as such endeavors do, it may be only a 

matter of time. Consumer affairs experts say that, as would-be investors get wise to what's going 

on, pyramids inevitably collapse, with the pro reps at the bottom losing their own $10,000 

investment.  

 

Become a Christian entrepreneur today — Tim Darnell and Mike Melvin will thank you. The 

'Pipe said thanks, JC, but no thanks. 

 

Sibangel97 09-23-2006 04:39 AM 

 
Re: Advantage Conferences BS (Merged) 
  

Thank you for your help. Actually I was hoping to smoke out this wheat person...whoever 

you are reply please I am interested in talking to you. My daughter is Jada Dawn and it was 

my son before Jada, who passed away and not directly because of the disease as they seem to 

keep calling it! It's a syndrome you sniveling little money hounds! There is no raising money for 

a cure, once you have it, you always will!!!! You could donate any moneys raised to help 

research for a way to prevent it genetically...gee you think you could know your diseases as you 

call them, a little better before you go spouting all this so called knowledge BULL****! And 

who are any of you to think you know what your supposed neighbors went through losing their 

son?(btw: we don't even live in Texas...and we're not neighbors of avid golphers I'll just say). 

Seems pretty strange that supposedly you know this person first hand and your neighbors have 

the same story of my exact life! And Wheaty my boy, if your friend is the one who got the check 

that you saw, can you pppllleeeaaaassseeee show me a copy of how much it was for? And tell 

your friend that coming from both me and my husband....DO NOT USE OUR CHILDREN IN 

ANY WAY AGAIN!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! I know who you are and you know who I am and this will stop 

here or....hhmmm we will find out what the or is if you do not change your strategy! I run a 

ligitimate foundation for disabled children & we DO NOT take monitary donations, we provide 

resources and support. My foundation is the only one that will be using Jada Dawn or 

Skye....GOT IT? Find another way to get out of paying taxes on these public speaking 

engagements of yours or making a name for yourself as some kind of guardian angel. NONE of 

you even met my son, and JADA is almost 5 and have you been around her to know her? If you 

REALLY want to help children with Antley Bixler syndrome...talk to me, I can connect you with 

at least 5 of the only 50 or so children in the world that have been diagnosed with this syndrome. 

Yes, they need financial help to find a way to prevent this in future births. Yes, it can be a 

devastating diagnosis. Yes, less than half of these diagnosed children live past their first year! So 

please start doing something sincere about it, & stop exposing my child to the embarrassment of 

being linked with this millionare pyramid crap! We don't need this in our life and I hope you feel 

ashamed of yourself.(I'm sure in your mind you're the concerned good samaritan) JUST STOP 

and all this can be forgotten! CONTACT ME WHEAT AND WE MAY BE ABLE TO CLEAR 

THIS UP! 

 



Wishyouknew 09-23-2006 11:32 PM 

 
Re: Advantage Conferences BS (Merged) 
  

20/20 or Dateline or one of those shows will being interviewing the top 400 Richest people in the 

US this week for a program. They are going to be telling what they did to get rich, how the did it 

and keys to success. 

 

If many of the Advantage Conference watch this they can get alot of there so called product they 

paid $10,000 for, for FREE! 

 

 

The show will come on this week. 

 

openQuestion 09-24-2006 03:16 AM 

 
Re: Advantage Conferences BS (Merged) 
  

Quote: 

 
Originally Posted by Sibangel97  

Thank you for your help. Actually I was hoping to smoke out this wheat person...whoever you 

are reply please I am interested in talking to you. My daughter is Jada Dawn and it was my 

son before Jada, who passed away and not directly because of the disease as they seem to keep 

calling it! It's a syndrome you sniveling little money hounds! There is no raising money for a 

cure, once you have it, you always will!!!! You could donate any moneys raised to help 

research for a way to prevent it genetically...gee you think you could know your diseases as you 

call them, a little better before you go spouting all this so called knowledge BULL****! And 

who are any of you to think you know what your supposed neighbors went through losing their 

son?(btw: we don't even live in Texas...and we're not neighbors of avid golphers I'll just say). 

Seems pretty strange that supposedly you know this person first hand and your neighbors have 

the same story of my exact life! And Wheaty my boy, if your friend is the one who got the check 

that you saw, can you pppllleeeaaaassseeee show me a copy of how much it was for? And tell 

your friend that coming from both me and my husband....DO NOT USE OUR CHILDREN IN 

ANY WAY AGAIN!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! I know who you are and you know who I am and this will stop 

here or....hhmmm we will find out what the or is if you do not change your strategy! I run a 

ligitimate foundation for disabled children & we DO NOT take monitary donations, we provide 

resources and support. My foundation is the only one that will be using Jada Dawn or 

Skye....GOT IT? Find another way to get out of paying taxes on these public speaking 

engagements of yours or making a name for yourself as some kind of guardian angel. NONE of 

you even met my son, and JADA is almost 5 and have you been around her to know her? If you 

REALLY want to help children with Antley Bixler syndrome...talk to me, I can connect you with 

at least 5 of the only 50 or so children in the world that have been diagnosed with this 

syndrome. Yes, they need financial help to find a way to prevent this in future births. Yes, it can 



be a devastating diagnosis. Yes, less than half of these diagnosed children live past their first 

year! So please start doing something sincere about it, & stop exposing my child to the 

embarrassment of being linked with this millionare pyramid crap! We don't need this in our life 

and I hope you feel ashamed of yourself.(I'm sure in your mind you're the concerned good 

samaritan) JUST STOP and all this can be forgotten! CONTACT ME WHEAT AND WE MAY 

BE ABLE TO CLEAR THIS UP! 

 

My sympathies on your loss. I am sorry you got dragged into this mess with these swine. May 

you find peace. 

 

Belinda1973 09-24-2006 05:48 PM 

 
Re: Advantages Conferences / Tim Darnell 
  

Quote: 

 
Originally Posted by gregory889  

I just finished reviewing the online presentation for Advantage Conferences. I must say, as a 

Christian, I was extremely uncomfortable with some of the things presented by Tim Darnell.  

 

First, it's apparent that Advantage Conferences is in the same mold as Liberty League 

International, Emerald Passport, etc. These "Aussie 2UP" programs have a history of costly 

investments and low percentages of success by people who join. Correct me if I'm wrong, but I 

believe Mr. Darnell is an old partner with Liberty League.......a company that has a pretty poor 

reputation. 

 

I know very little about Tim Darnell & AC but something very disturbing jumped out at me 

during the 20 minute "online presentation." The investment for a level IV rep is $9,995 and 

goes all the way down to $1,000 for a level I rep. Mr. Darnell was very adamant that the 

$9.995 was "a joke" for an entrepreneur and those serious about this opportunity would find a 

way to come up with these funds. He implied that borrowing these funds to start this business 

was a viable option because it could be easily recouped with this opportunity. In my opinion, 

marginalizing a 10K investment is both puzzling and disturbing. 

 

Encouraging people to borrow 10K to start a business with a historically high failure rate is 

extremely irresponsible and in my opinion, unethical. I would like to remind my "Christian 

brother" Mr. Darnell of Proverbs 22:7 which states "the borrower is a servant to his lender." 

 

Admittedly, I know very little about Advantage Conferences (all of this is my opinion). I only 

know what I've learned from the online presentation and supporting websites. However, 

something just did not sit well with me, particularly since this company is promoting Christian 

ethics, values, and principals. 

 

The fact is, as this company grows, there's a less chance of success as time goes on. Tim 



Darnell knows this, hence understanding at some point the majority of people who join 

Advantage Conferences will lose their initial investments.  

 

Please do your due diligence if you are considering this opportunity or any internet program 

that promises high rates of return. I have no doubt there are successful individuals in 

Advantage Conferences. However, as with many "opportunities," the majority of people who 

join are hurt and often cannot afford the loss. 

 

Mr. Darnell, I wish you and your company the best of luck. If you are the Christian you say you 

are, I would encourage you to use the money you've earned to further glorify God's Kingdom in 

ministry instead of promoting an internet money making system with a historically high failure 

rate. 

 

God Bless, G. 

 

 

I can tell you any Aussie 1 Up or 2 Up is illegal and a scam.It totally angers me that Companies 

like this use Christianity for gain.As A Christian,I'm furious about this.I'm telling all of you right 

now,don't ever,EVER,join a high investment company like this or Emerald Passport or Liberty 

League.You will get burnt BIG TIME!This company is only made for the red color personality 

people to achieve and as I said it's illegal anyway.Stay far away!If you want to know how to find 

good companies out there,just email me.I belong to a free Christian menting group called 

Mentoring For Free.They mentor others,and show them how to read the different comp plans to 

see which ones work and which don't amoung many other things.They do this all free because 

there motto is "Serve With A Servant's Heart".I love helping others succeed in their current 

businenss,and help those without a business,find a good one to join.No one gets paid to do this.If 

we need money,we all have our own companies that we work to make money with.All we do it 

just help others not get burnt like some of us did. 

 

belinda_condell73@hotmail.com 

 

 

Belinda 

 

Wishyouknew 09-27-2006 06:22 AM 

 
Re: Advantage Conferences BS (Merged) 
  

Anyone have any clue as to what happen in the trial between Tim Darnell and the BBB? It was 

suppose to be this week. I am going to make some phone calls to see what happen and what I can 

find out. 

 

Are there public records you can find this information at? 

 

mailto:belinda_condell73@hotmail.com


Wishyouknew 09-28-2006 06:36 AM 

 
Re: Advantage Conferences BS (Merged) 
  

Breaking News! 

 

 

Tim Darnell and Advantage Conferences, LOST their lawsuit againts the BBB and Dr. Jon 

Taylor! 

 

The Judge awarded Summary Judgement in Favor of the BBB and Mr. Jon Taylor.  

 

For those who don't know what Summary Judgement means. This is from 

www.lawdictionary.com 

 

 

summary judgment 

n. a court order ruling that no factual issues remain to be tried and therefore a cause of action or 

all causes of action in a complaint can be decided upon certain facts without trial. A summary 

judgment is based upon a motion by one of the parties that contends that all necessary factual 

issues are settled or so one-sided they need not be tried. The motion is supported by declarations 

under oath, excerpts from depositions which are under oath, admissions of fact and other 

discovery, as well as a legal argument 

 

This means the judge basically decided that this case was not worth going to trial and Tim 

Darnell and Advantage Conferences basically wasted a bunch of money for nothing. 

 

How is Tim Darnell going to explain this to all his Reps?  

This has to be a crushing blow to Mr. Darnell.  

 

I might actually attend Tim's Church this week to see if he is singing and dancing on stage this 

week.  

 

Tim, do you think this is a sign from God? I DO! :p  

I hope the BBB makes an example out of him and plasters his butt on every news station in 

Dallas!  

 

Maybe now the Attorney General will act? Who knows? :confused:  

 

For all of those on scam.com and the victoms of Advantage Conferences that stood up and 

reported this scam. You did your country some good! You should be commended! :D 

 

Unlucky36 09-28-2006 06:39 AM 

 
Re: Advantage Conferences BS (Merged) 

http://www.lawdictionary.com/


  

Quote: 

 
Originally Posted by Wishyouknew  

[font=Times New Roman]Breaking News![/SIZE]FONT] 

 

Tim Darnell and Advantage Conferences, LOST their lawsuit againts the BBB and Dr. Jon 

Taylor! 

 

The Judge awarded Summuay Judgement in Favor of the BBB and Mr. Jon Taylor.  

 

For those who don't know what Summary Judgement means. This is from 

www.lawdictionary.com 

 

 

summary judgment 

n. a court order ruling that no factual issues remain to be tried and therefore a cause of action 

or all causes of action in a complaint can be decided upon certain facts without trial. A 

summary judgment is based upon a motion by one of the parties that contends that all necessary 

factual issues are settled or so one-sided they need not be tried. The motion is supported by 

declarations under oath, excerpts from depositions which are under oath, admissions of fact 

and other discovery, as well as a legal argument 

 

This means the judge basically decided that this case was not worth going to trial and Tim 

Darnell and Advantage Conferences basically wasted a bunch of money for nothing. 

 

How is Tim Darnell going to explain this to all his Reps?  

This has to be a crushing blow to Mr. Darnell.  

 

I might actually attend Tim's Church this week to see if he is singing and dancing on stage this 

week.  

 

Tim, do you think this is a sign from God? I DO!  

I hope the BBB makes an example out of him and plasters his butt on every news station in 

Dallas!  

 

Maybe now the Attorney General will act? Who knows?  

 

For all of those on scam.com and the victoms of Advantage Conferences that stood up and 

reported this scam. You did your country some good! You should be commended! 

 

 

I'LL DRINK TO THAT!!!! :D I LOVE TO SEE EVIL LOSE! 

 

http://www.lawdictionary.com/


Wishyouknew 09-28-2006 06:44 AM 

 
Re: Advantage Conferences BS (Merged) 
  

Quote: 

 
Originally Posted by Wishyouknew  

Breaking News! 

 

 

Tim Darnell and Advantage Conferences, LOST their lawsuit againts the BBB and Dr. Jon 

Taylor! 

 

The Judge awarded Summary Judgement in Favor of the BBB and Mr. Jon Taylor.  

 

For those who don't know what Summary Judgement means. This is from 

www.lawdictionary.com 

 

 

summary judgment 

n. a court order ruling that no factual issues remain to be tried and therefore a cause of action 

or all causes of action in a complaint can be decided upon certain facts without trial. A 

summary judgment is based upon a motion by one of the parties that contends that all necessary 

factual issues are settled or so one-sided they need not be tried. The motion is supported by 

declarations under oath, excerpts from depositions which are under oath, admissions of fact 

and other discovery, as well as a legal argument 

 

This means the judge basically decided that this case was not worth going to trial and Tim 

Darnell and Advantage Conferences basically wasted a bunch of money for nothing. 

 

How is Tim Darnell going to explain this to all his Reps?  

This has to be a crushing blow to Mr. Darnell.  

 

I might actually attend Tim's Church this week to see if he is singing and dancing on stage this 

week.  

 

Tim, do you think this is a sign from God? I DO! :p  

I hope the BBB makes an example out of him and plasters his butt on every news station in 

Dallas!  

 

Maybe now the Attorney General will act? Who knows? :confused:  

 

For all of those on scam.com and the victoms of Advantage Conferences that stood up and 

reported this scam. You did your country some good! You should be commended! :D 

http://www.lawdictionary.com/


 

 

Yes, Cheaters Never Win and God is Good! I don't think this is any big win for those who lost 

their $10,000 to that jerk. But, know that precident has been set.. Maybe some former Reps can 

sue this guy with the confidence that their has already been a legal ruling againts this company. 

 

By Difinition, this means the evidence was so "one sided" that there was no need to go to court. 

MAN thats a crushing Blow to Mr. Darnell! 

 

Wishyouknew 09-28-2006 06:50 AM 

 
Re: Advantage Conferences BS (Merged) 
  

Do you think Tim Darnel will be honest with his Reps?  

 

Do you think he will tell everyone the truth? 

 

He could not Slay that Giant, :eek: All the prayer in the world won't change the fact that he is 

operating an Illigal Pyrimid Scheme! 

 

PS. I got this information from a very Reputable Source! 

 

CuriousinDallas 09-28-2006 07:10 PM 

 
Re: Advantage Conferences BS (Merged) 
  

Several weeks ago I posted on here posing some questions and encouraged some thought 

regarding Tim Darnell and his company.  

 

The resulting discussion was......nothing! So I decided to check it out myself.  

Having talked to people conected with Darnell and AC I came to the following conclusions that 

address the points I raised. 

 

The Millionaire Mindset Conference is definitely a product. However, it has to be experieced 

before anyone can convincingly sell it. Not one of the reps could tell me if anyone had sold an 

MMC without attending one first. 

 

A few questioned the 'value' of the conference without the $7,000 commission element.  

(Actually, this point is irrelevant because 'value' is a judgement call that differs from one person 

to another.To one person it may be worth $100,000, but to another $0!! Depends on the 

individual.) 

 

If the above poster (Wishyouknew) is accurate and the case was dropped, then the BBB will 

stand by their questioning whether AC is a pyramid because the product has to be bought by the 



reps in order to sell it and there have apparantly been no purchases by non reps. Ouch! 

 

New 'products' have been added to the mix from what I've been told. One is a compilation of 10 

weekly conference calls selected by Darnell from his weekly teleconference with reps and on 

sale for $129. Another rep told me that she could access those calls from the company's RCC for 

free. Huh? Whats all that about? 

 

The newest product is something called 'Hidden Treasure' which is a life insurance (shudder) 

product that is 'free of cost' to the elderly. It is marketed through something called TFA as a 

fundraising vehicle. Marketing anything to the elderly raises red flags especially if the company 

is already red flagged by groups such as the BBB. Stoke the flames around you Tim that will 

defintely calm your critics. LOL! 

 

It is clear to me that the reps I talked to are passionate about AC. But the question I raised before 

was this: 

 

Passion can come from different sources. If you are a Christian, which I am,  

is the passion you are feeling 'spirit-led' or emotion fed?  

 

In addition, is it right to have to buy wisdom from God's people (the Millionaire Christian 

speakers)? If they are donating their time (they are given a check for $2,000 payable to the 

charity of their choice) to help others learn from their mistakes and adopt their strategies, why on 

God's green earth are those that are listening to their pearls of wisdom charged a dime over and 

above the cost of renting a room? In fact if those millionaires are anxious for others to learn from 

them they'd front those costs in a heartbeat.  

 

In conclusion, I will personally not become involved with this company. I probably wouldn't 

make it past their President Interview anyway, as I believe that network marketing is inherrantly 

flawed as a business model. Meanwhile my friend remains a staunch supporter of the company. 

So what do I know? LOL!! 

 

To Tim Darnell if you read this site, my advice to you would be to direct your obvious talents 

toward another business where you stand more chance of making money and not making 

license plates!! LOL!! 

 

Wishyouknew 09-28-2006 07:28 PM 

 
Re: Advantage Conferences BS (Merged) 
  

Quote: 

 
Originally Posted by CuriousinDallas  

Several weeks ago I posted on here posing some questions and encouraged some thought 

regarding Tim Darnell and his company.  



 

The resulting discussion was......nothing! So I decided to check it out myself.  

Having talked to people conected with Darnell and AC I came to the following conclusions that 

address the points I raised. 

 

The Millionaire Mindset Conference is definitely a product. However, it has to be experieced 

before anyone can convincingly sell it. Not one of the reps could tell me if anyone had sold an 

MMC without attending one first. 

 

A few questioned the 'value' of the conference without the $7,000 commission element.  

(Actually, this point is irrelevant because 'value' is a judgement call that differs from one 

person to another.To one person it may be worth $100,000, but to another $0!! Depends on the 

individual.) 

 

If the above poster (Wishyouknew) is accurate and the case was dropped, then the BBB will 

stand by their questioning whether AC is a pyramid because the product has to be bought by 

the reps in order to sell it and there have apparantly been no purchases by non reps. Ouch! 

 

New 'products' have been added to the mix from what I've been told. One is a compilation of 10 

weekly conference calls selected by Darnell from his weekly teleconference with reps and on 

sale for $129. Another rep told me that she could access those calls from the company's RCC 

for free. Huh? Whats all that about? 

 

The newest product is something called 'Hidden Treasure' which is a life insurance (shudder) 

product that is 'free of cost' to the elderly. It is marketed through something called TFA as a 

fundraising vehicle. Marketing anything to the elderly raises red flags especially if the company 

is already red flagged by groups such as the BBB. Stoke the flames around you Tim that will 

defintely calm your critics. LOL! 

 

It is clear to me that the reps I talked to are passionate about AC. But the question I raised 

before was this: 

 

Passion can come from different sources. If you are a Christian, which I am,  

is the passion you are feeling 'spirit-led' or emotion fed?  

 

In addition, is it right to have to buy wisdom from God's people (the Millionaire Christian 

speakers)? If they are donating their time (they are given a check for $2,000 payable to the 

charity of their choice) to help others learn from their mistakes and adopt their strategies, why 

on God's green earth are those that are listening to their pearls of wisdom charged a dime over 

and above the cost of renting a room? In fact if those millionaires are anxious for others to 

learn from them they'd front those costs in a heartbeat.  

 

In conclusion, I will personally not become involved with this company. I probably wouldn't 

make it past their President Interview anyway, as I believe that network marketing is 

inherrantly flawed as a business model. Meanwhile my friend remains a staunch supporter of 

the company. So what do I know? LOL!! 



 

To Tim Darnell if you read this site, my advice to you would be to direct your obvious talents 

toward another business where you stand more chance of making money and not making 

license plates!! LOL!! 

 

CouriousInDallas, 

 

I agree with most everything you are saying. But, let me bring up this one point: 

You mentioned that the Conferences is difinatly a product.. But you also questioned that anyone 

should have to pay for it.. 

 

Which leads me to believe that you do not feel the product has a market value of $10,000. So 

how can you call it a legitimate product??? 

To make it a legitimate product it has to be sold at a fair market price at fair market value.  

 

In my opinion this is basically a "smoke screen" of a product to participate in a Pyrimid Scheme.  

 

Correct me if I am wrong, but, Promoting a Pyrimid Scheme is a jailable offense in the state of 

Texas for up to 3 years. 

 

Phinnly Slash Buster 09-28-2006 08:14 PM 

 
Re: Advantage Conferences BS (Merged) 
  

Quote: 

 
Originally Posted by Wishyouknew  

Breaking News! 

 

 

Tim Darnell and Advantage Conferences, LOST their lawsuit againts the BBB and Dr. Jon 

Taylor! 

 

The Judge awarded Summary Judgement in Favor of the BBB and Mr. Jon Taylor.  

 

For those who don't know what Summary Judgement means. This is from 

www.lawdictionary.com 

 

 

summary judgment 

n. a court order ruling that no factual issues remain to be tried and therefore a cause of action 

or all causes of action in a complaint can be decided upon certain facts without trial. A 

summary judgment is based upon a motion by one of the parties that contends that all necessary 

http://www.lawdictionary.com/


factual issues are settled or so one-sided they need not be tried. The motion is supported by 

declarations under oath, excerpts from depositions which are under oath, admissions of fact 

and other discovery, as well as a legal argument 

 

This means the judge basically decided that this case was not worth going to trial and Tim 

Darnell and Advantage Conferences basically wasted a bunch of money for nothing. 

 

How is Tim Darnell going to explain this to all his Reps?  

This has to be a crushing blow to Mr. Darnell.  

 

I might actually attend Tim's Church this week to see if he is singing and dancing on stage this 

week.  

 

Tim, do you think this is a sign from God? I DO! :p  

I hope the BBB makes an example out of him and plasters his butt on every news station in 

Dallas!  

 

Maybe now the Attorney General will act? Who knows? :confused:  

 

For all of those on scam.com and the victoms of Advantage Conferences that stood up and 

reported this scam. You did your country some good! You should be commended! :D 

 

I don’t know if this applies in Texas but many states offer remedies for frivolous lawsuits or law 

suits brought to a court with out any merit that are intended only to intimidate, harass or extort. 

Tim could indeed find himself in a world of hurt if the court itself decides to initiate an action 

against him and his lawyer. 

 

Sibangel97 09-28-2006 10:24 PM 

 
Re: Advantage Conferences BS (Merged) 
  

I am glad to hear that the lawsuit went in the favor of BBB. The BBB is established to help the 

averge individual obtain the legitimacy of businesses. They are a much needed asset to most 

people who may get scammed if they didn't exist. Tim Darnell should be ashamed of trying to 

harm the BBB. They state facts and back them up, noone should be liable to anyone for that! I 

have had an interest in this ever since I saw my daughters name linked with AC's approved and 

supported charities. They claim to have approved these charities, but why is it listed Jada dawn 

Foundation/Antley Bixler Disease? My daughter is Jada dawn and she has Antley-Bixler 

Syndrome(not disease) and I DID NOT give permission to use my daughters name to whoever is 

supposedly raising money for this syndrome. And we DID NOT recieve $2000 from these 

individuals. The link on their page goes back to their page. I did find a relatives website 

(www.antleybixler.citymax.com) where she was trying to solicit funds using my child's pictures 

and my children's names. I wrote to the hosting service and they removed the pictures, now this 

relative, as of yesterday, has changed her website to say that she supports other charities (maybe 

because it could become an issue for her if the $2000 is gone and she has no way to explain 

http://www.antleybixler.citymax.com/


where). I have a foundation that is for Antley-Bixler syndrome and we do not take monetary 

contributions until we are legally a 501(3)c. You can go to my website (www.raresyndrome.org) 

and see that we do not solicit for monetary contributions. This relative lists my website as 

www.skyehigh.org and linked it to a blank page (not very honest), maybe trying to throw people 

off so they can't contact me for the truth? I know this relative speaks at these conferences. Could 

she have taken $2000 and made up the Jada dawn Foundation to be able to pocket some of the 

money? I don't know what is going on, but it is a shame that they don't check their facts before 

handing over money and claiming to know where it was used! Do they check their facts before 

writing checks out? Does the speaker get to decide how much money goes to the charity of their 

choice? Do they get to pocket the rest and still pretend that it has ALL went to their charity 

without being questioned by AC? I would like to know what the speakers have to do to prove 

their charity exists and it's not just something made up to be able to keep the money themselves 

without reporting it to the IRS. 

 

Wishyouknew 09-28-2006 10:45 PM 

 
Re: Advantage Conferences BS (Merged) 
  

Quote: 

 
Originally Posted by Sibangel97  

I am glad to hear that the lawsuit went in the favor of BBB. The BBB is established to help the 

averge individual obtain the legitimacy of businesses. They are a much needed asset to most 

people who may get scammed if they didn't exist. Tim Darnell should be ashamed of trying to 

harm the BBB. They state facts and back them up, noone should be liable to anyone for that! I 

have had an interest in this ever since I saw my daughters name linked with AC's approved and 

supported charities. They claim to have approved these charities, but why is it listed Jada dawn 

Foundation/Antley Bixler Disease? My daughter is Jada dawn and she has Antley-Bixler 

Syndrome(not disease) and I DID NOT give permission to use my daughters name to whoever 

is supposedly raising money for this syndrome. And we DID NOT recieve $2000 from these 

individuals. The link on their page goes back to their page. I did find a relatives website 

(www.antleybixler.citymax.com) where she was trying to solicit funds using my child's pictures 

and my children's names. I wrote to the hosting service and they removed the pictures, now this 

relative, as of yesterday, has changed her website to say that she supports other charities 

(maybe because it could become an issue for her if the $2000 is gone and she has no way to 

explain where). I have a foundation that is for Antley-Bixler syndrome and we do not take 

monetary contributions until we are legally a 501(3)c. You can go to my website 

(www.raresyndrome.org) and see that we do not solicit for monetary contributions. This 

relative lists my website as www.skyehigh.org and linked it to a blank page (not very honest), 

maybe trying to throw people off so they can't contact me for the truth? I know this relative 

speaks at these conferences. Could she have taken $2000 and made up the Jada dawn 

Foundation to be able to pocket some of the money? I don't know what is going on, but it is a 

shame that they don't check their facts before handing over money and claiming to know where 

it was used! Do they check their facts before writing checks out? Does the speaker get to decide 

http://www.raresyndrome.org/
http://www.skyehigh.org/
http://www.antleybixler.citymax.com/
http://www.raresyndrome.org/
http://www.skyehigh.org/


how much money goes to the charity of their choice? Do they get to pocket the rest and still 

pretend that it has ALL went to their charity without being questioned by AC? I would like to 

know what the speakers have to do to prove their charity exists and it's not just something made 

up to be able to keep the money themselves without reporting it to the IRS. 

 

 

This does not suprise me Tim Darnell is the lowest of the low! 

 

txfan 09-28-2006 11:53 PM 

 
Re: Advantage Conferences BS (Merged) 
  

Quote: 

 
Originally Posted by Sibangel97  

I am glad to hear that the lawsuit went in the favor of BBB. The BBB is established to help the 

averge individual obtain the legitimacy of businesses. They are a much needed asset to most 

people who may get scammed if they didn't exist. Tim Darnell should be ashamed of trying to 

harm the BBB. They state facts and back them up, noone should be liable to anyone for that! I 

have had an interest in this ever since I saw my daughters name linked with AC's approved and 

supported charities. They claim to have approved these charities, but why is it listed Jada dawn 

Foundation/Antley Bixler Disease? My daughter is Jada dawn and she has Antley-Bixler 

Syndrome(not disease) and I DID NOT give permission to use my daughters name to whoever 

is supposedly raising money for this syndrome. And we DID NOT recieve $2000 from these 

individuals. The link on their page goes back to their page. I did find a relatives website 

(www.antleybixler.citymax.com) where she was trying to solicit funds using my child's pictures 

and my children's names. I wrote to the hosting service and they removed the pictures, now this 

relative, as of yesterday, has changed her website to say that she supports other charities 

(maybe because it could become an issue for her if the $2000 is gone and she has no way to 

explain where). I have a foundation that is for Antley-Bixler syndrome and we do not take 

monetary contributions until we are legally a 501(3)c. You can go to my website 

(www.raresyndrome.org) and see that we do not solicit for monetary contributions. This 

relative lists my website as www.skyehigh.org and linked it to a blank page (not very honest), 

maybe trying to throw people off so they can't contact me for the truth? I know this relative 

speaks at these conferences. Could she have taken $2000 and made up the Jada dawn 

Foundation to be able to pocket some of the money? I don't know what is going on, but it is a 

shame that they don't check their facts before handing over money and claiming to know where 

it was used! Do they check their facts before writing checks out? Does the speaker get to decide 

how much money goes to the charity of their choice? Do they get to pocket the rest and still 

pretend that it has ALL went to their charity without being questioned by AC? I would like to 

know what the speakers have to do to prove their charity exists and it's not just something made 

up to be able to keep the money themselves without reporting it to the IRS. 

 

It sounds like to me you should report all this to the Texas Attorney Generals office. They are 

http://www.antleybixler.citymax.com/
http://www.raresyndrome.org/
http://www.skyehigh.org/


already actively investigating Advantage Conferences and I'm sure this would only strengthen 

their case in showing what a scam this company is. Tim Darnell needs to be behind bars!! 

 

txfan 09-29-2006 12:08 AM 

 
Re: Advantage Conferences BS (Merged) 
  

I also heard that one of the speakers at the upcoming conference is Arch Bonnema. If anyone 

knows him or knows how to get in touch with him, you might refer him to this sight so that he 

knows what a scam this is before he attaches him name to it! 

 

Wishyouknew 09-29-2006 12:29 AM 

 
Re: Advantage Conferences BS (Merged) 
  

Quote: 

 
Originally Posted by txfan  

I also heard that one of the speakers at the upcoming conference is Arch Bonnema. If anyone 

knows him or knows how to get in touch with him, you might refer him to this sight so that he 

knows what a scam this is before he attaches him name to it! 

 

 

How did Mr. Bonnema make his money? There is a chance there might not be a conference in 

October.  

 

I think Tim Darnell needs to hire Terrell Owens Publicist! :eek:  

Tim Darnell is trying to commit business suicide! (bad joke, sorry)  

 

Who advises this guy to do the things he does? Its not God..  

Who told him that it would be a good idea to sue the BBB and Jon Taylor? 

This guy has to be one of the stupidest businessman in the State of Texas!  

I am sorry to be so cruel, but this guy boggles my mind. 

 

Soapboxmom 09-29-2006 03:04 AM 

 
Re: Advantage Conferences BS (Merged) 
  

Wishyouknew, 

 

Thank you so much for such wonderful news. We predicted all along that AC had no chance 

against our dear scambusting friend Dr. Jon Taylor and the BBB. I hope they can countersue for 

the cost incurred by Tim's frivolous lawsuits. I wanted to share the e-mail you posted on this 



subject again. 

Quote: 

 
I did find this when I was searcing for some old A/C info, This is a e-mail Tim sent to us reps a 

while back. Tim lied and would like us to believe that the BBB is a for profit organization when 

in fact they are not. They are Non-profit.  

Also, another thing I found funny. Is it with God's merciful hand to sue others?  

Soapboxdad, How would I have this e-mail if I was not a rep..???  

 

 

Hi Team, 

 

As some of you know, we applied for Better Business Bureau membership in October of this 

past year. Their response to us was to take our $375.00 membership fee and post surprisingly 

erroneous information about our Company. Upon being advised of the posts, we immediately 

sent the documentation that clearly showed the errors of their posting. To our amazement, they 

refused to take them down, correct them, or much less apologize for their mistake, establishing 

a clearly belligerent stance with AC. They offered no contract for enrollment and no 

explanation of their irresponsible action. We, therefore, are now in the process of litigating 

against the north Texas chapter (an independent for-profit franchise) on several counts. 

 
Our case is iron-clad and we are well represented. We could use your help, however, and 

here?s how: 

 

If you have any instances of a Candidate who saw the posting and decided to not continue the 3 

Simple Steps, the President?s Interview, or enrollment due to that posting; or if you have a Rep 

who was intimidated by the posting and decided to pursue other activities, our case will be 

strengthened by knowing those particulars. If you are one of the latter, a Rep who saw the 

posting and was influenced in a negative way, I would appreciate knowing that and won?t think 

any less of you at all. If you saved any e-mail messages from one of these scenarios, that would 

be wonderful. Please forward those to me at: TimD@AdvantageConferences.com. 

 
With that being said, Advantage Conferences is growing at a fantastic rate and the caliber 

of individuals coming on board is almost beyond my comprehension (though not really). 

The quality of Reps is exactly what we have prayed for, expected and envisioned; and now 

humbly accept as God?s favor and goodness. 

 
This confrontation with the local agency is our willingness and obligation to stand up to 

our giants and let them know they can?t arbitrarily libel a company based on non-truths. 

We will have future challenges as well, and we are resolutely equipped, with God?s 

merciful hand, to deal with each and every one. I truly thank you for your support and spirit 

of forward movement. This is truly an amazing company with amazing people. More 

importantly, God is absolutely in control, and we will prevail (as plaintiffs). 

We need your instances, if any, as requested in above paragraph 3 as quickly as you can send 

mailto:TimD@AdvantageConferences.com


them. Thanks for attending to this issue promptly. 

 

Blessings, 

 

Tim Darnell 

 

President 

 

Advantage Conferences 

 

Office: 972-727-4995 

 

1-888-832-7635  

 

 

I would love to see Tim trying to explain to his reps how he lost both suits he filed. Did God 

lie???? Did Tim lie or does he just need a one way ticket to Terrell. I suspect the way things are 

going the public hospital is all the boy can afford.  

 

Soapboxmom 

 

CuriousinDallas 09-29-2006 06:32 PM 

 
Re: Advantage Conferences BS (Merged) 
  

Quote from WishyouKnew 

Quote: 

 
I agree with most everything you are saying. But, let me bring up this one point: 

You mentioned that the Conferences is difinatly a product.. But you also questioned that anyone 

should have to pay for it.. 

 

Which leads me to believe that you do not feel the product has a market value of $10,000. So 

how can you call it a legitimate product??? 

To make it a legitimate product it has to be sold at a fair market price at fair market value.  

 

I questioned whether anyone should have to pay for it, not because it wasn't worth it but because 

it was presented as Godly advice and pro-bono by the millionaire speakers. In either case 

attendees, in my opinion, should not be charged anything over and above a nominal fee 

REGARDLESS of the worth of the conference. 

 

In short, if it were advertized as a straight forward wealth education conference, AC can charge 

whatever the market will bear. But as it points out in Proverbs, God clearly warns against 

charging for His wisdom. Unfortunately I cannot remember chapter and verse. 



 

Soapboxmom 09-30-2006 07:22 AM 

 
Re: Advantage Conferences BS (Merged) 
  

I thought a little comic relief was in order so I am quoting Wacko Jacko/SoapBoxDad himself: 

Quote: 

 
Professional Background:  

 

I possess a 16-year leadership career having built innovative marketing, sales and business 

development programs that have strengthened market position, enhanced brand image and 

driven sustained revenue/earnings growth. Expertise in redefining strategy, vision and long-

term action plans, and evaluating industry structure and competitive situation to guide market 

repositioning. Proven success in spearheading E-Commerce and Internet marketing 

opportunities, while leveraging traditional marketing tactics.  

 

My experience combines creative design, project management and business partnering skills 

with technology comprehension and strong general management/financial accountabilities. 

Characterized as self-motivated, driven, persistent and persuasive, with an interactive 

leadership style. Recognized for honesty, strong work ethic and credibility; outstanding 

presentation, communication and negotiation skills. Experience and Endorsements  

 

President 

OneOasis.com (Privately Held; 1-10 employees) 

Internet Industry 

March 2005 – Present  

 

“Jack is a highly qualified leader, trainer and coach. He completes large and small projects in 

very short timeframes. His professionalism, knowledge, team building, Internet skills and 

Christian Faith is being recognized and rewarded by the Founder and President of Advantage 

Conferences.” (March 31, 2005)  

 

–-- Ken Curry worked directly with Jack at Advantage Conferences  

 

“Jack Weinzierl is one of those rare individuals that come along who really has it all: talent, 

humility, professionalism, work ethic, and absolute integrity. You will want to be involved with 

him as either a friend, a business associate, or both. He has added tremendous value to my 

business, as well as my life personally.” (March 30, 2005)  

 

–-- Tim Darnell, President of Advantage Conferences  

 

I wonder how many of the reps out way more than 10 grand would share these sentiments? 

Wouldn't we all love Jacko and Timmy boy to explain how it is they lost the lawsuits when God 



was on their side and clearly spoke to them of prevailling in that fight with the "giant"? Their 

"Slaying" isn't going so well is it? I am waiting for the goons to find 

me........hahahahahahahaha!!! 

 

Soapboxmom 

 

Wishyouknew 09-30-2006 05:25 PM 

 
Re: Advantage Conferences BS (Merged) 
  

Rumor has it that Soapboxdad aka- Jack W. was fired by Tim Darnell because he was asked to 

stop posting on scam.com and he continued to do so. 

 

Just goes to show you that we really did "get under Jacks skin" and scam.com works more then 

we think in the fight againts scammers! :D 

 

Phinnly Slash Buster 09-30-2006 05:48 PM 

 
Re: Advantage Conferences BS (Merged) 
  

Quote: 

 
Originally Posted by Wishyouknew  

Rumor has it that Soapboxdad aka- Jack W. was fired by Tim Darnell because he was asked to 

stop posting on scam.com and he continued to do so. 

 

Just goes to show you that we really did "get under Jacks skin" and scam.com works more then 

we think in the fight againts scammers! :D 

 

HA HA HA .....I love that!! 

Does that mean Powerandglory was Tim I wonder??? 

If so Tim does not know how to STFU either. 

Poetic justice!!?? 

Both Tim and Jack W. will swear on the Bible when they appear in court, too funny!!!! 

 

Wishyouknew 09-30-2006 08:47 PM 

 
Re: Advantage Conferences BS (Merged) 
  

Poweroldglory was Chris Reed, who was Tim Darnells sidekick and also got fired from 

Advantage Conferences. 

 



openQuestion 09-30-2006 09:22 PM 

 
Re: Advantage Conferences BS (Merged) 
  

Quote: 

 
Originally Posted by Wishyouknew  

Poweroldglory was Chris Reed, who was Tim Darnells sidekick and also got fired from 

Advantage Conferences. 

 

Just out of morbid curiosity...how do you get "fired" from "owning your own business"? 

 

CuriousinDallas 09-30-2006 10:47 PM 

 
Re: Advantage Conferences BS (Merged) 
  

Continuing Open Question's morbid curiosity, if Weinzierl got 'fired' (?) how come his AC 

websites are still up? Additionally, I was told today that Darnell and AC are still very much alive 

and kicking and they did not lose any lawsuit this week. So whats the truth my scam bustin' 

cohorts? 

 

Wishyouknew 09-30-2006 11:30 PM 

 
Re: Advantage Conferences BS (Merged) 
  

Well, I am sure that Tim Darnell won't come out and tell everyone that they lost in Summary 

Judgement in their lawsuit. That would kill his creditability. 

 

Just because his website is still up does not mean he is still did not get fired. 

 

Thats just the rumor I heard from others at Tim Darnells Church. 

 

Wishyouknew 09-30-2006 11:32 PM 

 
Re: Advantage Conferences BS (Merged) 
  

Quote: 

 
Originally Posted by CuriousinDallas  

Continuing Open Question's morbid curiosity, if Weinzierl got 'fired' (?) how come his AC 

websites are still up? Additionally, I was told today that Darnell and AC are still very much 



alive and kicking and they did not lose any lawsuit this week. So whats the truth my scam 

bustin' cohorts? 

 

 

Where you told this by someone who is "in-the-loop"? 

Is this person a Advantage Conference Rep?  

 

Most people would be too ashamed to admit to this late breaking news! 

 

Wishyouknew 09-30-2006 11:34 PM 

 
Re: Advantage Conferences BS (Merged) 
  

Quote: 

 
Originally Posted by openQuestion  

Just out of morbid curiosity...how do you get "fired" from "owning your own business"? 

 

Thats just it, Tim Darnell has all the power to cut people off when he wants to. He can do what 

ever he wants.  

But, I understand the point you are trying to make. 

 

Wishyouknew 09-30-2006 11:40 PM 

 
Re: Advantage Conferences BS (Merged) 
  

Quote: 

 
Originally Posted by CuriousinDallas  

Continuing Open Question's morbid curiosity, if Weinzierl got 'fired' (?) how come his AC 

websites are still up? Additionally, I was told today that Darnell and AC are still very much 

alive and kicking and they did not lose any lawsuit this week. So whats the truth my scam 

bustin' cohorts? 

 

 

Also here is additional proof. The issue of the lawsuit was basically the Report on the Internet on 

the www.dallas.bbb.org website. If you go to that website, click on Company Reports and type in 

Advantage Conferences and click TX , you will find the Report is still the same.  

 

Don't you think if the BBB would have lost then their report would have been taken down and 

changed.  

 

http://www.dallas.bbb.org/


Tim Darnell might not call a Summary Judgement a lose, but, I don't know what else you would 

call it. He did not even get his foot in the door to the Court Room. The Judge basically dismissed 

it. 

 

CuriousinDallas 10-01-2006 05:17 AM 

 
Re: Advantage Conferences BS (Merged) 
  

Quote: 

 
Originally Posted by Wishyouknew  

Also here is additional proof. The issue of the lawsuit was basically the Report on the Internet 

on the www.dallas.bbb.org website. If you go to that website, click on Company Reports and 

type in Advantage Conferences and click TX , you will find the Report is still the same.  

 

Don't you think if the BBB would have lost then their report would have been taken down and 

changed.  

 

Tim Darnell might not call a Summary Judgement a lose, but, I don't know what else you would 

call it. He did not even get his foot in the door to the Court Room. The Judge basically 

dismissed it. 

 

The BBB report on AC is not proof of anything having occured in recent days. It is a year old 

report on AC though. It is, however, confirmation that they have yet to be given any proof that 

AC is NOT a pyramid. Until they get legal brief on AC's business practices they will continue to 

question it in their reports. A summary judgement (if that is what happened) in this instance only 

supports the defendant against a weak lawsuit, which Darnell's is. It does not provide evidence 

that AC is a pyramid.  

 

Having said that. If AC were ruled against on a point of law this past week, you can bet your 

bottom dollar that the BBB will now go on the offensive. Ditto the other guy in the suit. Darnell 

had better make sure he's well heeled because if he thought legal fees were eating him up being 

the plaintiff in what turned out to be a weak lawsuit...wait till he get's a load of the BBB and 

others becoming the plaintiffs against him and AC. 

 

Solomon 10-01-2006 05:34 AM 

 
Re: Advantage Conferences BS (Merged) 
  

Quote: 

 
Look at Amway. I'm willing to bet money that someone signed up in Amway last year and has 

http://www.dallas.bbb.org/


already created a large income. Not bad for a business that was started decades ago.  

 

Interesting comparison. 

 

Unfortunately, for every one person that created that large income by becoming Platinum 

($2000-3000/year), 100 will never see such a level. The failure rate average (I say "average," 

because there are a few stats that are argued by the critics) is about a 95% failure rate. "Failure" 

meaning that the IBO will never see a profit. 

 

If the same is true here with AC, why would someone want to join a "business" with a 5% 

chance of success? You're better off starting your own business, which is closer to a 10% chance 

of success; double the probability. 

 

spanky 10-01-2006 05:55 AM 

 
Re: Advantage Conferences BS (Merged) 
  

Quote: 

 
Originally Posted by Solomon  

Interesting comparison. 

 

Unfortunately, for every one person that created that large income by becoming Platinum 

($2000-3000/year), 100 will never see such a level. The failure rate average (I say "average," 

because there are a few stats that are argued by the critics) is about a 95% failure rate. 

"Failure" meaning that the IBO will never see a profit. 

 

If the same is true here with AC, why would someone want to join a "business" with a 5% 

chance of success? You're better off starting your own business, which is closer to a 10% 

chance of success; double the probability. 

 

 

Soloman 

 

your intelligence boggles my mind!!.....your absolutely right about the high failure rates... the 

only thing i'd disagree with you on is that the 90% failure rate in opening a legitimate business is 

legal (and very much respected) whereas participating in schemes like A.C.(with a 95% failure 

rate) is illegal. I am absolutely clueless on why anyone would want to risk having a 5% success 

rate in an illegal scheme like A.C. 

 

Wishyouknew 10-01-2006 06:45 AM 

 
Re: Advantage Conferences BS (Merged) 



  

Quote: 

 
Originally Posted by CuriousinDallas  

The BBB report on AC is not proof of anything having occured in recent days. It is a year old 

report on AC though. It is, however, confirmation that they have yet to be given any proof that 

AC is NOT a pyramid. Until they get legal brief on AC's business practices they will continue to 

question it in their reports. A summary judgement (if that is what happened) in this instance 

only supports the defendant against a weak lawsuit, which Darnell's is. It does not provide 

evidence that AC is a pyramid.  

 

Having said that. If AC were ruled against on a point of law this past week, you can bet your 

bottom dollar that the BBB will now go on the offensive. Ditto the other guy in the suit. Darnell 

had better make sure he's well heeled because if he thought legal fees were eating him up being 

the plaintiff in what turned out to be a weak lawsuit...wait till he get's a load of the BBB and 

others becoming the plaintiffs against him and AC. 

 

 

 

Without giving my sources away, I know for fact they are telling the truth.  

Advantage Conferences lost in a Summary Judgement and the Judge gave Mr. Darnell and his 

lawyer a stern lecture. 

 

Solomon 10-01-2006 11:11 AM 

 
Re: Advantage Conferences BS (Merged) 
  

Quote: 

 
Originally Posted by spanky  

Soloman 

 

your intelligence boggles my mind!!.....your absolutely right about the high failure rates... the 

only thing i'd disagree with you on is that the 90% failure rate in opening a legitimate business 

is legal (and very much respected) whereas participating in schemes like A.C.(with a 95% 

failure rate) is illegal. I am absolutely clueless on why anyone would want to risk having a 5% 

success rate in an illegal scheme like A.C. 

 

Well, in the 90% stat, I'm talking about the average success ratio of all (online and offline) new 

businesses in the United States. It may be different in other countries, and the Information Age's 

impact on businesses essentially dooms any business from day one that does not incorporate 

internet interaction for consumers. In other words, if you even want a slight chance at survival, 

you need a website. 



 

As with all stats, the founding business success rate sways from year to year, between 10-15%. I 

decided to be conservative and use 10% as the example, because even at it's lowest possibility 

(10%), it still surpasses the 5% success rate of Amway IBOs. 

 

Wishyouknew 10-01-2006 05:46 PM 

 
Re: Advantage Conferences BS (Merged) 
  

Quote: 

 
Originally Posted by CuriousinDallas  

Continuing Open Question's morbid curiosity, if Weinzierl got 'fired' (?) how come his AC 

websites are still up? Additionally, I was told today that Darnell and AC are still very much 

alive and kicking and they did not lose any lawsuit this week. So whats the truth my scam 

bustin' cohorts? 

 

 

You could e-mail Dr. Jon Taylor the guy who runs the website www.mlm-thetruth.com websiten 

who was also involved in this lawsuit. 

 

Ask him if anyone has their doubts if I am telling the truth. 

 

CuriousinDallas 10-02-2006 05:38 AM 

 
Re: Advantage Conferences BS (Merged) 
  

Wishyouknew, 

 

Excuse me doubting your veracity. However, you must understand me questioning something 

that had been denied by one of his troups. Truth is, if that did happen, it's highly unlikely that 

Darnell told ANYONE about a legal set back. He now has to do damage control and plan his 

next legal move. 

 

Wishyouknew 10-03-2006 08:08 PM 

 
Re: Advantage Conferences BS (Merged) 
  

Quote: 

 
Originally Posted by Wishyouknew  

Rumor has it that Soapboxdad aka- Jack W. was fired by Tim Darnell because he was asked to 

http://www.mlm-thetruth.com/


stop posting on scam.com and he continued to do so. 

 

Just goes to show you that we really did "get under Jacks skin" and scam.com works more then 

we think in the fight againts scammers! :D 

 

 

Actually I think this rumor is false. Because Jack W. is still posting as a Rep on the Advantage 

Conferences yahoo groups page. So he must still be a Rep. He must have, however been asked to 

stop posting on scam.com..  

 

And actually I think it would be hard for Tim to fire Jack because Jack is one of the "ring 

leaders" and is too involved and knows everyone. 

 

CuriousinDallas 10-04-2006 04:57 AM 

 
Re: Advantage Conferences BS (Merged) 
  

I went back and checked the postings of Soapboxdad. There was far more activity on this thread 

when he was posting. Doubtless he stopped not because he was made to by anyone, but because 

he was outted by Soapboxmom, the doyen of scam busters. Immediately she outted him he ran. 

The fact that he posted erroneous information that tried to lead people to believe there were 

many successful Reps in AC came to the fore when she discovered his identity. Actually if he 

had never posted info about himself he'd never have been found out. 

 

Back to the subject at hand. The bottom line is that we do not know Darnell's heart and therefore 

cannot truly say that 'AC was set up as a scam'. It is entirely possible that Tim Darnell really 

believes in what he's doing. If that is the case then he is guilty of fooling himself into believing 

that the AC business model is a good one. The fact is there are no good business models in MLM 

or network marketing. The reason I know that to be true is that in EVERY case only between 1 

and 5% make money. (The 80/20 rule does not apply because it is not an even playing field.) The 

rest either break even at most or more than likely lose money. The only reason the 'successful' 

MLMs are out there is an army of legal attack dogs that keep the wolves at bay. Those that 

cannot muster the shysters fall by the wayside and leave alot of wounded people in their wake. It 

remains to be seen if AC is among those ranks. It will be interesting to see what happens in the 

weeks and months to come.  

 

As a side note, my friend who is a rep is now cold-shouldering me as I have been slamming the 

MLM industry generally and picking at AC in particular. Doesn't that strike you as an indicator 

of cultish behavior? Just a thought! 

 

Wishyouknew 10-04-2006 06:51 AM 

 
Re: Advantage Conferences BS (Merged) 
  



Quote: 

 
Originally Posted by CuriousinDallas  

I went back and checked the postings of Soapboxdad. There was far more activity on this thread 

when he was posting. Doubtless he stopped not because he was made to by anyone, but because 

he was outted by Soapboxmom, the doyen of scam busters. Immediately she outted him he ran. 

The fact that he posted erroneous information that tried to lead people to believe there were 

many successful Reps in AC came to the fore when she discovered his identity. Actually if he 

had never posted info about himself he'd never have been found out. 

 

Back to the subject at hand. The bottom line is that we do not know Darnell's heart and 

therefore cannot truly say that 'AC was set up as a scam'. It is entirely possible that Tim 

Darnell really believes in what he's doing. If that is the case then he is guilty of fooling himself 

into believing that the AC business model is a good one. The fact is there are no good business 

models in MLM or network marketing. The reason I know that to be true is that in EVERY case 

only between 1 and 5% make money. (The 80/20 rule does not apply because it is not an even 

playing field.) The rest either break even at most or more than likely lose money. The only 

reason the 'successful' MLMs are out there is an army of legal attack dogs that keep the wolves 

at bay. Those that cannot muster the shysters fall by the wayside and leave alot of wounded 

people in their wake. It remains to be seen if AC is among those ranks. It will be interesting to 

see what happens in the weeks and months to come.  

 

As a side note, my friend who is a rep is now cold-shouldering me as I have been slamming the 

MLM industry generally and picking at AC in particular. Doesn't that strike you as an indicator 

of cultish behavior? Just a thought! 

 

 

Yes CouriousinDallas, 

 

That is very much like some of the behavior of many envolved with AC.  

Thats not very Christian like. Tim Darnell reminds me very much of David Koresh as he is very 

well versed in group Pshychology as this was his major in College at Texas Tech.  

 

And Yes, Jack W. ran with "his tail between his legs" away from Scam.com 
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